Former diplomat discusses career

By DAN KOPP
Staff reporter

Student Body President Bob Yonchak said that he will request a larger student ticket allocation from the Athletic Department to make up for a poor football game with Michigan State.

During last night's Student Senate meeting, Yonchak said he will try to convince Father John Yoder, Ticket Manager, and Steve Orsini that students should receive more than the usual 200 tickets for at least one away game. "It's still going to be a long shot, but I'll keep working on it," said Yonchak.

In other business, Yonchak mentioned that he has almost completed his interviews with the rectors of the women's dorms regarding the social life at Notre Dame. He reported that they did not think nod Miss Donna Niehaus would be adverse to paying for parties. He also said that a proposal by the men's dorms concerning charging women at the door for hall social events. "It's by no means mandatory that guy's dorms do as well," he noted.

Student Body President Lloyd Burke also asked the senators to consider whether the $25 student activities fee is adequate for all the student organizations financed by this charge.

Salvador trip

Hesburgh's story continues

Editor's note: The following are part of a series of excerpts taken from the diary of University President Theodore Hesburgh during his recent trip to El Salvador as part of the United States official observer team for the Salvadoran elections.

Up again with the first light shortly after six. I thought I was back in Cambodia because there was no hot water for the shower, but checking later, found that everyone else had it.

Rolando Duarte called us at 6:15. He is the brother of the President and was at our alumni meeting in Panama last fall. He said he would try to come over for Mass, but never got here. I assume he couldn't get through the border.

Ernesto Sol did get through and have direct contact and dialogue with the heads of the liberation movements who were clearly destined to become the future presidents of their countries. These and other recommendations by the ambassadors were put to the test in the reformed U.S. foreign policy which the Kissingers announced during his first trip to Africa in 1976.

Wilkowski, who has served under eight presidents and 12 secretaries of state on matters of economic and social policy, has nothing to do with his government. "We were painless to keep our leaders abroad and in the case of political persons and Presidential campaign supporters...Clarke Booth Luce and Ann Armstrong, who were appointed as Ambassadors to Italy and London, respectively, make the point.

Wilkowski's first adventures into multilateral diplomacy was on an assignment to Geneva, Switzerland, in the late 1950's. There she was part of the U.S. team negotiators, with the European Community for membership in the international institution ITT, which then Agreed on Tariffs and Trade. The appointment made Wilkowski keen aware of the economic complexity of finding consensus on economic issues among 50 to 100 countries.

Wilkowski's most important work in Zambia involved efforts to make U.S. foreign policy in South Africa realistic and economic in support of majority rule. "Specifically, I worked on a proposal which was clearly destined to become the future presidents of their countries. These and other recommendations by the ambassadors were put to the test in the reformed U.S. foreign policy which the Kissingers announced during his first trip to Africa in 1976.

Without knowledge and understanding of foreign cultures and some language proficiency, I do not believe that any college graduate can claim a truly liberal college education. Nor do I believe that he and she can function in a personally satisfying way in the kind of work we have today. Our country needs college graduates who can play a meaningful role as permanent and articulate citizens."

Hesburgh's story continues
Argentina not softening

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (AP) - An official source who asked not to be identified said Argentina's willingness to forego immediate British recognition of its sovereignty over the islands should not be interpreted as an abandonment of its previously stated position. He said the Argentine government considers United Nations handling of the sovereignty issue a process toward recognizing Argentine rights. The U.N. General Assembly, dominated by the developing nations, has included the Falklands on a list of territories to be "decolonized."

Woman astronaut named

WASHINGTON (AP) - Dr. Sally Ride, an astrophysicist, will become America's first woman in space next year as a crew member for the seventh flight of the space shuttle, NASA announced yesterday. Ms. Ride, 30, is to fly with three male astronauts, all military officers, on the second mission of the second shuttle, the Challenger. The flight, scheduled for six days, is set for lift-off April 20, 1983. She will serve as a mission specialist, working with three satellites that are to be placed in orbit from the ship's cargo bay. They are a West German scientific satellite and communications satellites for Telesat of Canada and the Indonesian government.

Suspected murderer arrested

RENO, Nev. (AP) - After a weekend stakeout by federal agents, officers moved in on a run-down trailer home Saturday, arrested a 31-year-old trapper accused of killing two Idaho Fish and Game officers last year. Officials were hoping that Claude Dallas would lead them to the body of one of the game officers slain in January, 1981 after attempting to arrest him on charges of possession of two out-of-season bobcats. Dallas, who was wounded in the foot as he tried to flee officers who closed in on him about 30 miles north of Winnemucca, Nev., was treated in Reno and jailed pending arraignment before a federal magistrate. He was charged with first-degree murder in the shooting deaths of officers Bill Pope, 30, and Wilson Ellis, 34, in a remote corner of Idaho near the Nevada border. Ellis' body was recovered, but no sign of Pope's body has been found in spite of a lengthy search for the former Winnemucca police chief.

Budget could be balanced

WASHINGTON (AP) - Former President Carter's chief economic adviser said today the federal budget could be balanced by 1985 if President Reagan and Congress compromise on a combination of tax increases, military spending cuts and scaled back cost-of-living increases in Social Security. Without a compromise, Charles L. Schultze, chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers from 1977 to January 1981, said the deficit will become even more serious because the government's credit demands will be mushrooming at a time when the Federal Reserve Board is committing to slowing inflation by restricting the growth of money for which borrowers will have to vie.

Syria acts against Iran

BEIRUT - Lebanon (AP) - Syria's President Hafez Assad has crossed his country's borders with Iraq and halted the flow of oil, apparently deciding the time is ripe to bring down the long-time rival regime in Baghdad. Assad's action also is likely to help Iran in its border war with Iraq over the vital Shatt el-Arab Persian Gulf waterway. "The Syrian government apparently feels that (Iraqi president) Saddam Hussein is ripe to go. That's why it moved to halt the flow of oil," said a Western analyst, who declined to be identified. The independent economic Anahar Arab Report and Middle East weekly said Syria's move would likely increase Iraq's dependency on oil-rich Arab creditors on the Persian Gulf and further drain cash reserves, estimated to be half their $30 billion level before the Iran-Iraq war began in September 1980.

Rainy weather

WEATHER Continued cloudy and colder with showers, possibly mixed with snow. High 45 degrees.

AP Photo File

AP Photo

these journalists, employees of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp, are shown in their Comfort Riviera hotel Sunday after their release by the Argentine Government. They and their colleague David Wilson, from Toronto, were arrested Saturday while filming at an airbase outside of the city. From the left, they are Tony Hillman, from Chicago, and John Axelton, from Toronto. [AP laserphoto]

Rex Hunt, British Governor of the Falkland Islands, and his daughter Diana, pray at London's St. Paul's Cathedral, Sunday, during a service for the Falkland Islands. Hunt left the Islands after the Argentine invasion. [AP Laserphoto]

Pope John Paul II kneels in prayer Sunday surrounded by crosses at Bologna's Polish War Cemetery. The Pope, in a visit to the communist-run city, called on Britain and Argentina to "exercize reason and wisdom" to avoid war over the Falkland Islands. [AP laserphoto]

RIVER CITY RECORDS
Northern Indiana’s Largest Selection of Records & Tapes.
Why pay more for more stuff...

$2.00 OFF!
Any regular record or tape with ad.
Limit 1 per person
Expires April 30, 1982

SUMMER STORAGE SPACE
Special discount for No/SMC students
(8 x 10 space $15.00 per month)
CALL 259-0355 to RESERVE SPACE
SELF LOCK STORAGE OF MCKINLEY
816 East McKinley
Mishawaka
Security Patrol Checks
...Hesburgh

**Our Winter Study Program Gets You More Than Two Incomes.**

If you have at least two years of college left, you can be over $10,000 cheaper. By joining the Army Reserve and Army ROTC at the same time, you earn two incomes - over $300 a month as a Reserve, and $400 a month as a ROTC Cadet. You graduate from ROTC a second lieutenant and continue in the Reserve as an Army officer.

It's called the Simultaneous Membership Program. By joining the Army Reserve now, you can take your paid summer entry training over the summer. You'll then qualify for Advanced ROTC programs at over 800 colleges, universities, and city-enrollment schools. It would like to learn more, stop by or call.

**BEERGARDEN**

Beck yourself a good hot dog or sandwich. We are open for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

**RENT A Ryder Truck**

**Two-Way Delivery**

If you're 18 or over you can rent a Ryder truck to use locally or on a one-way trip (rent at office, leave it at another city). If you plan to travel more than 50 miles you make plans early, at the end of the semester. With a truck you can take along your stereo, 8-speed, record player, club, all your stuff, and still have plenty of room for one or two other people and all their things. You can go camping, go fishing, or go on a plane ticket. Or even a bus. Rent from the best maintained, most dependable fleet in the world. Ryder. The best truck money can rent.

**What Do Scholastic Magazine and the Communication & Theatre Department Have in Common?**

*The Observer*
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Research Update

AN AWARD OF $601,561 from the Indiana State Board of Health for a surveillance laboratory service directed by Dr. Paul Grimsrud, assistant professor of biology, heads funding of $707,292 during March for the University of Notre Dame's research, instructional, and service programs. Research awards totalling $601,561 included:

- $135,000 from the National Science Foundation for a research in elementary particle physics by Dr. J. Poinier, professor of physics.
- $155,000 from the National Institutes of Health for research in radiation oncology by Dr. S. Poirier, professor of physics.
- $93,559 from the National Science Foundation for research in radiation oncology by Dr. J. Lloyd, and Dr. K. T. Yang, professors of aerospace and mechanical engineering.
- $81,342 from the National Institutes of Health for research on the reproductive physiology of Aedes mosquitoes by Dr. M. Fuchs, professor of biology.
- $179,154 from the National Institutes of Health for research of radiation convection interaction in heat transfer by Dr. J. Lloyd, and Dr. K. T. Yang, professors of aerospace and mechanical engineering.
- $179,154 from the National Institutes of Health for research in organometallic catalysis of the water-gas shift reaction by Dr. D. Gordon, professor of biology and vice president for advanced studies.

Chemistry prof delivers Reilly Lectures

Dr. Sheldon G. Shore, professor of chemistry at Ohio State University, will deliver the Reilly Lectures in chemistry at the University of Notre Dame during the week of April 19.

His first talk, given yesterday afternoon, dealt with systematic approaches to the preparation and study of small boron hydrides and relationships to metalaborane and metal cluster systems. On Wednesday he will speak on metalaborane analogues of organometallic systems, concluding Friday with approaches to the preparation and study of metal cluster systems and reactivities of ruthenium cluster anions on the catalysis of the water-gas shift reaction. All lectures are at 4:30 p.m. in Room 123 of the Nieuwland Science Hall.

Fellowship awarded

Accountancy research continues

By NORLIN RUESCHHOFF
Accountancy Department Chairman

Professor Michael Morris was awarded the fifth annual Coopers and Lybrand Research Fellowship. This fellowship for the 1982-83 academic year by the American Accounting Association and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (CPA) for having written articles that have appeared in the American Accounting Association and the American Institute for Decision Sciences. He has had articles published in Taxation: The Tax Machine, The Michigan CPA, and The Woman CPA. A member of the American Accounting Association, he is currently serving on the board of directors of the Michiana chapter of the National Association of Accountants.

The program has proven to be very productive in fostering scholarly research activity in accountancy at Notre Dame. During this past year, the first two Coopers and Lybrand fellowship recipients, Professor James Garrett and Professor David Acctuich, received national recognition for having written articles that were published in the fall 1981 edition of New Guides for the Professional Accountant (a selective collection of articles that have appeared in the Journal of Accountancy during the past year).

Communication Arts at Notre Dame

Practical skill-oriented communications courses designed for teachers and for prospective professionals. M.A. may be acquired in four summers, or in two summers and the connecting academic year. Also open to non-degree students. 11 day sessions from June 11 to July 6; 22 day session from July 11 to August 5. Courses also available for entire 55 day period. Special feature of 1982 sessions: All-Day Workshop on Writing and Designing Publications. Other 1982 courses: Looking at the Visual Arts, Painting and Photography, Film, Theatre, Architecture, Prose Writing, The American Film, Television Production, Advertising and Promotion, Photography, Independent Projects, Design, Mass Media, Slide/Label production and Promotion, Public Relations, Literature and Journalism. Write:

Prof. Donald R. Contesti, Chairman, Department of Communications Arts, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46568.

Attention all graduating students

Measurements will be taken for Caps and Gowns

Monday April 27
Tuesday April 28
Between 9:00 — 4:00
at the Notre Dame Bookstore

University of Illinois engineering student Daniel Talamo adjusts the mechanical hands of a robot which can solve the popular Rubik's Cube puzzle. The robot's computer brain can work out the solution in two-tenths of a second, but it takes its hands about 12 minutes to make the average 110 moves necessary to solve the puzzle. [The image shows a robot solving a Rubik's Cube.]
Making income tax returns public

We have all paid—or avoided paying—our federal income tax now and it feels so good to have it over with that it doesn’t hurt as much as it ought to. I made more money last year than I’ve ever made before, but my taxes were the most money I ever paid, too.

Andy Rooney

Wisdom and Wit

To tell you the truth, I have a feeling I paid more than my share. I suppose a lot of people do, but there must be a lot of other people, though, who know damn well they didn’t pay enough. They cheat the system.

If you think the IRS could get more money out of the tax cheaters, and it wouldn’t cost the government a nickel. They would make income tax returns open to everyone. Once a year, the amount on their tax returns if they think they can get away with it. Most of the same people wouldn’t cheat at all if they knew their neighbors were going to see what they do.

They don’t mind cheating the big, anonymous bureaucracy, but they would steal from their friends. The fact that cheating on their tax is the same as stealing from their friends doesn’t occur to them.

I’ve always thought the government goes about trying to get us to pay our taxes the wrong way. They need the review system and I suppose they have to scare some people with the threat of a jail sentence, but the IRS has never appealed much to our sense of national pride.

Americans would be proud to pay their income tax if they thought their money was not being wasted. We’re more dependable than that.

If everyone knew what everyone else was paying, it would make it easier to be proud, too. No one gets much of a kick out of being proud in front of a computer that’s checking a return for errors in arithmetic.

I don’t know why income tax returns are secret. They’re considered nobody else’s business, even though what we earn isn’t usually much of a secret to anyone who knows us well or who wants to find out. We all have a pretty good idea how much our friends and our enemies are earning.

We may not be able to pin it down to the dollar, but unless they’re in prison or are hiding the money under the mattress, our friends’ salary ranges are apparent to us. If they’re driving a Mercedes, they’re making more than we are.

If we know how our neighbors make, what’s wrong with knowing how much tax they pay? It would be a way of applying a kind of strong peer pressure that the government could never app
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Most of that comes from money
IRISH GUARD TRYOUTS are approaching quickly. All those interested in trying out for the 1983-84 Guard should attend a pre-trial session on April 22, on Green Field next to the band tower. No experience is necessary, however candidates must be at least 6 feet, 2 inches tall. For more information, call Kevin Connors at 1256. —The Observer

TWO CLOSE ONES ELUDED the Notre Dame Lacrosse team when Sunday, as the Irish dropped a doubleheader to Indiana State University, 3-2, in eight innings, and 7-6. Steve Whitmer took the loss in the opener as Dan Seajo knuckled in both of the Irish runs, and contributed one of the only two Notre Dame hits. In the second game, Bill Stonkus knocked in the lone Irish run, but only two innings as Tom Conlin relieved him in a losing effort. The Irish could muster only four hits as Phil Fingle went one-and-three with two RBIs. The next Irish game is tomorrow against St. Josephs at 1 p.m. on Jake Field. —The Observer

COACH RICH O'HEARY's Notre Dame Lacrosse team will take on Midwest power Denison College tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. The game will be played either on Career Field or Alumni Field, depending on the weather. —The Observer

THE SMC TRACK TEAM will be active in this afternoon this afternoon. The team, coached by Rachel Wroblewski and Tim Dillon, will run against Manchester College, Anderson College and Tri-State College in a meet to be held at Manchester. The meet begins at 3 p.m. —The Observer

ND MEN'S VOLLEYBALL team will be in action tomorrow night in the ACC pit, as the Irish take on RUPP-Fort Wayne. The contest begins at 7 p.m. —The Observer

AN TOSTAL, INNERURB WATERPOLO continued yesterday with third-round action. "J.J." Arthur and the Travelling H...bags Take to the High Seas!" defeated "Fighting Piranhas Don’t Nibble," 12-6. Also, Heaven Above beat "Wee Dreams," 9-3 while "Dick Moby and the Sperm Whales" swept past "Rock Lobsters" 11-6. The third round continues this afternoon at the Rock, as "Belushi’s Coke Chokers" take on "Dead meat and the Potatoes" at 4:00. Then "New York Times" faces "Turf Fishermen in America" at 4:40, followed by the "Lame Bombers" against "Chlorinated Water Oysters" at 5:20. —The Observer

THE ND-SMC SAILING CLUB will hold an officers meeting tonight in the Howard in Social Space. All officers should attend. —The Observer

ND MEN'S VOLLEYBALL team will be in action tomorrow night in the ACC pit, as the Irish take on RUPP-Fort Wayne. The contest begins at 7 p.m. —The Observer

SMC'S WOMEN'S SOFTBALL team, coming off a first place finish in the Valparaiso University Tournament over the weekend, plays host to Bethel College this afternoon at three. —The Observer

SMC'S WOMEN'S SOFTBALL team swept a doubleheader from Bethel College yesterday by scores of 6-2 and 17-2. The Irish will be in action again this afternoon as they play host to Purdue. —The Observer

Sports Briefs
By The Observer and The Associated Press
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NOTICES
HANG OUTS ONLY 4 GAYS AND BIFORAGS - LOT OF EXPERIENCE IN STYLING HINTS AND PERSONALLY DESIGNED CUTS FOR YOUR PARE AND ANOTHER CALL-ME-HOLE AT 1061 Experienced typist we are looking for. Call 219-771-3300. —PET

POET RICHARD TILLINGHAST - MARCH 23, 1982 - 6:00 PM - STAPLES LOUNGE, S. MICHILE, BE THERE.

SMOKER WOMAN $500 per month. 605 E. WICKER PARK 46556. —SOMETHING WANTED

SENIOR CLASS MUS DISTRIBUTION. Tuesday, April 20, 5:00-7:00 Stanford Hall Party Room. You've heard about it, you've been waiting all year for it. Finally, now is your chance to be "Daring" Student in action. —SOMETHING WANTED

LOST/FOUND
A bouquet of the St. Patrick Volunteers' tie and blazer. $100 reward. —STAPLES LOUNGE

ATTENTION! Be aware of your water and wash your hands. The St. Patrick's Day parade on Madison Avenue on Sunday will include a parade of the all the water that is available. —STAPLES LOUNGE

LOST: Navy blue VANS sweat pants with white stripes on the bottom. Pouch and Lanyard found. Reward: $2. —STAPLES LOUNGE

TICKETS
– I'VE GOT MONEY, SELL YOUR DORM (THIS MONDAY) CALL BRAD AT 546-2940.
– I NEED TWO OR THREE TICKS FOR THE hockey game possible-Please CALL JOHN-1970.
– Want to sell second person ticket to Notre Dame game, call 4-272-4055. —SMC

PERSONALS
MIKE GURKA FOR UMCU-LOLC REALLY NEEDS TO SELL CAN FACE TAX SUNDAYS APRIL 17-20, LAFAYETTE 7-8970.
– IF YOU ARE A DAILY SALE, APRIL 17-20, YOUR LOCAL DRUG STORE. —SMC

SALE
2 BOOK SHOP TWO WEES. SAT, SUN. 11-2 Casperson 1358 WASHINGTON RD, NILES.

Special Discounts for Note Dame students on computers and peripherals. Contact GUY WYNARD COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC. 4010 South (North from North Village Mall) Tel 279-5570.

BEAUTIFUL FORD FIESTA 1800 vol. 1980, manual, low miles, 275-411 for both or major. —SMC

WANTED
– WE WILL PAY TOP PRICES FOR BASEBALL CARDS - DM BY CALL 448-0186 OR WRITE: DAVE MATZUER, 677 NORTHERN AVE, CHICAGO, 60626.
– WANTED
– WANTED
– WANTED
– WANTED

FOR SALE
1980 BUICK CHEVROLET 15,000 MILES $1,350. 2500 W. 157th, Chicago. —WANTED

WANTED
Professor needs large fire pit that has access to Community CMB Office. Please call John McGann, 279-5570. —WANTED

FOR SALE

BOOKSTORE TODAY

SATURDAY 1:
– 5:30 - Assassins vs. The Nutmeggers Are Back Again. 6:45 - "ENDLESS SUMMER" with John Simon and Danny Fields. 6:15 - Full House vs. Braggins' Heroes. 5:30 - Fingers in the Sock vs. M.C.O. 2329.

SATURDAY 2:
– 5:30 Big Organ and The Bouncing Balls vs. R. Cranium. 6:15 Full House vs. Braggins' Heroes. 5:30 – Tequila White Lightning vs. Thomas Aquinas and the Jurist Prudes. 6:15 Red Rummens vs. Evenless Jacksonson Five. —BOOKSTORE

SATURDAY 3:
– 4:45 - Crew vs. Hayward Jailbom. 6:15 - Macri's Monkey Men vs. U.S. 6:15 - Wildcats II vs. Talk Pussy 5... Again. —BOOKSTORE

MIDNIGHT
– 4:45 - Shyshers vs. Beecher Meat and Leque. 5:30 - Eddie O'Rourke and The Traveling Stugglers vs. Snag. 6:15 - Take This Ball and Shove It II vs. Twinkle and the Creamers. —BOOKSTORE

THE Observer will accept classifieds Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. However, classifieds to appear in the next issue must be received by 3 p.m. The business day prior to insertion. All classifieds must be prepaid, either in person or through the mail.

THE NORTHWESTERN'S SOUTH ROOM LOOKS REMARKABLY LIKE THE EROOM OF AN EATING HOUSE. DONKEY VOTED CHRISTOPHER PERRY II. —DEAR SANTA BARNABY

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JUICE LINKS PERHAPS you can save the weight, but not the joy. —STAPLES LOUNGE

BOSTON CHICAGO SNOWFALL REPORTS HERE. —STAPLES LOUNGE

BOSTON CHICAGO BAGgage TRACKER quick watch OBSERVER andavourite

JACKY and Kelly, Ramondrew's new MICHIGAN PRESS, just precipitated a rally against the Irish. But Kelly's gone off the rails in a big way. We're not sure what happened, but it may have something to do with drinking. —STAPLES LOUNGE

JUICE LINKS and JER. —Ramondrew's new MICHIGAN PRESS, just precipitated a rally against the Irish. But Kelly's gone off the rails in a big way. We're not sure what happened, but it may have something to do with drinking. —STAPLES LOUNGE

JILL, WE HAVE A CARD for you on the Wall. —STAPLES LOUNGE

WOMEN OF THE LEAGUE. HARRY VOTE CAST FOR SHANNON PRES. VS. PEP. —STAPLES LOUNGE

Please take off your cap and try to enjoy your way more simply. Ciao. —STAPLES LOUNGE
Dr. Hatem Hussaini

Director of the PLO's
Palestine Information Office

Mideast Peace

Tuesday, April 20, 8:00pm

Memorial Library Auditorium

See the National Road Company production of

ANNIE

at the Crown Theatre in Chicago

Sunday, April 25
Tickets $24.00: Main Floor Front Seating & Transportation

Available at Student Union Ticket Office

Drinking too much?

Fr. Joseph Martin of “Chalk Talk” fame will make a presentation at Notre Dame to all college students of the Michiana area on Tuesday, April 20 at 2:00 p.m.

Only 40 tickets remain and are available at the Alcohol Counseling office at Psychological Services. The presentation, entitled “Do I Or My Friends Drink Too Much?” will be in the Library Auditorium. Tickets are free.
By Earl Rix
Sports Writer

What happened to Van Pearcy?
He was supposed to be the icing on the cake for Gerry Faust's highly acclaimed first recruiting class. Coming into Notre Dame, the freshman from Andrews, Texas, had press
Spring Football '82
releases that sports information directors drool over - a 4.0 grade average, over 3,000 yards rushing, track times including a 10.3 100 meters, a 21.2 200, a 46.0 400, and long jump of 24-9 1/2.
Pearcy now says, "All those times are nullified. It's just a matter of proving myself all over again." Pearcy is now trying to come back from a knee injury incurred in winning the long jump in the Texas high school state championships. The injury required arthroscopic surgery in July and then again in December to remove damaged cartilage from the back of his kneecap, causing him to sit out the entire football season and the indoor track season. "During those nine months a lot of things went through my mind," says Pearcy, "like 'I'll never be able to do what I used to do?' Now that I'm working out, I think I'll eventually be able to get back.
Pearcy claims his knee is 75 percent recovered. After nine months of inactivity and "getting fat," Pearcy says he still is not in decent shape. In the meantime, he is trying to go to track practice everyday and to football practice three times a week. "It's not easy," says Pearcy, "but I'm getting back to the roll, all I want to do is sleep. You can't really study like you should.
In trying to balance football, track and schoolwork simul-
taneously, Pearcy says the grades have been compromised the most. He is planning to switch out of Science Pre-
professional into Arts and Letters Pre-professional.
"The grades get put down the most, but that might be my fault, too. That's why I'm here at school because of my athletics - I'm not paying any athlete.

In the best game of the 1982 Bookstore Basketball Tournament thus far, "Red Rummers" fought a tremendous comeback to defeat "Comin' at Ya" by a score of 27-25. The contest was played by fous and darkness, yet remained exciting to the final hoop.
Notre Dame quarterback Jim O'Hara led "Comin' at Ya" back from an 18-13 deficit to win the game at 20. Karcher scored several inside baskets in the surge and played rough defense that bottled up former Notre Dame hoopster Tim Healy of "Red Rummers." "Don't get their height well. We got a couple of breaks down the end and hit a couple short jumpers to win it.''

Tourney field narrowed to 'Thirsty 32'
By Will Hare
Sports Writer

For those who were at Bookstore Courts 9 and 10 at 6:15 last night, they may be suffering from a minor case of whiplash after trying to watch two side-by-side thrillers. But had they been at Lyons Court 11, they may be suffering from heart failure.
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